**Crabapple - Cinderella (Cinzam)**

**SIZE:**
H 8' x W 5'

**BOTANICAL NAME:**
Malus

**COMMON NAME:**
Flowering Crabapple

**LEAF COLOR:** Dark green, deeply divided leaves.

**HABIT:** Upright oval to rounded at maturity, grafted on a 42" stem, genetic dwarf.

**CULTURE:** Generally crabapples require little pruning, but if any is done, it should be completed before early June. Most crabapples initiate flower buds for the next season in mid-June to early July and pruning at this time will result in decreased flower production the following year. Pruning off suckers is a good idea anytime of year. Performs best in full sun for bloom.

**FLOWER:** Red in bud, opening to white.

**FRUIT:** Gold, 1/4" diameter persisting into late autumn.

**Baldwin Tree Farm**
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**Pronunciation:** MAY-ius